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variant of Hildebrand) and The Douglas Tragedy, and it is living
in the Appalachians under the titles The Seven Sleepers, The Seven
Brothers, or Sweet William. In a previous chapter some mention
has been made of the likeness and unlikeness of the tunes. The
Two Sisters, Edward, Clerk Sounders, and Hind Etin are other
examples of ballads essentially the same in their Scottish or Scan-
dinavian forms. Edward is probably Scottish in origin. It is
sung in the Appalachians to two tunes of the same class. The
words have travelled from Sweden to Finland, but the Swedish
and Finnish melodies are different.
In order not to extend this discussion too much, it may suffice to
say that the same kind of migrations occur elsewhere. It is not
motifs that travel, but ballads as units, often accompanied by their
tunes; and so long as the movement is limited and recent, the
evidence of identity is incontestable. The Lament of the Robber's
Bride is the same thing in the Balkans, the Ukraine, and Czecho-
slovakia; the Rumanian Marcu and the Turk is a translation of a
Serbian or Bulgarian original; Roman and Olesa is found in Poland
(or at least, Polish Galicia) and the Ukraine; the Murderous Wife
is sung in Czechoslovakia and Poland. The gipsies of southern
Hungary sing ballads of German and Greek origin among others
inspired by the conditions of their own life. Anrus and Death is
their variant of the Greek Digenis and Charon. There is movement
of ballad literature all over Europe, just like the movement of
books. The transmission is from mouth to mouth and not hand
to hand. The linguistic obstacle is overcome by the shading of
dialects into each other, thus effecting a gradual change of language;
and as against ignorance and want of curiosity about the produc-
tions of other people, oral transmission finds compensation in the
sameness of the ballad style.
The movements which we have considered hitherto have been
of a simple and restricted sort, but there are others of ampler range
which have constituted a veritable commonwealth of ballads.
These great international cycles are, of course, much more subject
to variation than those of narrower orbit; it is much more difficult
to locate their centres; yet the principle is the same; the ballad
rises at some definite place and time and follows definite routes in
its expansion over Europe. By considering such pieces we get
some impression of the energy of invention which has been shown
by the greater ballad peoples. A man of Eurone rmilH hp Hra^m -^

